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I. INTRODUCTION
world. Dealing with government employees is often different than dealing with private persons. Many
governmental bodies strictly prohibit the receipt of any gratuities by their employees, including meals and
entertainment.

Our Code of Business Conduct (CBC) serves as the backbone for guiding our employees as they conduct
their professional activities. It is intended to formalize our commitments toward our major internal and
external stakeholders, along with the ethical principles that must guide the actions and behavior of all Group
employees. This CBC applies to Winoa, and all of its majority-owned domestic and foreign subsidiaries (the
Group).

Any employee is prohibited from paying, offering or agreeing to pay bribes, kickbacks or provide incentives
directly or through an intermediary, to a public official and / or an individual, in any country, in order to
obtain preferential treatment or to influence the outcome of a negotiation which the Group has interest in.

All employees world-wide are expected to act with integrity and to comply with the Group's CBC and all
applicable laws and regulations, rules, or standards, as well as practices and policies of the Group.

A payment to a government official maybe allowable under narrow exceptions, in such case you must obtain
prior approval from a legal counsel before providing anything of value to a government official.

Managers are expected to uphold compliance with all CBC or other Group policies and to address violations in
a consistent manner. If an employee's action or inaction violates any of these policies or is otherwise deemed
to be dishonest, unethical or unacceptable, that employee will be subject to disciplinary action up to and
including contract termination. When in doubt, employee should contact his/her manager or his/her Human
Resources department. No employee shall be subject to any form of retribution for reporting potential
violations of any CBC policy or law.

Ensure that any such payments are properly recorded in the appropriate account of your local company.

DEALING WITH CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS
No employee shall accept from a competitor, customer or supplier, or provide them final compensation,
gifts or other benefits. Only gifts or benefits of low value, which are not paid in cash and consistent with
commercial practice in force, and not contrary to law or regulation, can be accepted.

If the CBC is translated into a language other than English, the English version shall prevail.

DEALING WITH COMPETITORS

II. INTÉGRITY WITHIN THE GROUPE

It is the responsibility of each employee to ensure that our efforts in the marketplace are conducted in
accordance with the letter and spirit of applicable antitrust and competition laws. Most countries have
introduced laws prohibiting competition practices, such as collusion, abuse of dominance, dumping etc.

COMPANY ASSETS

It is against the Group policy to have a discussion or communication with any competitor relating to price or
any matter that affects pricing, including allocation of markets, geographies, customers or lines of business.

Employees are expected to protect the Company's assets and use those assets in the intended manner.

USE OF INFORMATION

Any employee who receives notification from an authority in charge of competition in a country or a
supranational organization must immediately inform the Group's Legal Department.

Employees must not disclose non-public information to anyone outside the company, except when disclosure
is required for business purposes. Non public information includes everything from contracts and pricing
information to marketing plans, technical specifications, employee information.

Employees are encouraged to practice competitive intelligence through publicly available information or
ethical and legal enquiries. For example, sources of information can be:
• Publicly available filings with government agencies
• Public speeches of company executives
• Annual reports
• News and trade journal articles and publications

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL RECORDS
Employees are expected to ensure the accuracy of all Company business and financial records. These include
not only financial accounts, but other records such as quality reports, time records, expense reports...

Employees may also ask third parties about our competitors, or accept competitive intelligence offered by
a third party, as long as there is no reason to believe that the third party is under a contractual or legal
obligation not to reveal such information.

III. INTEGRITY OUTSIDE OF THE GROUP
DEALING WITH GOVERNMENTS
The conduct of our business may require that we interact with officials of various governments around the
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IV. VALUE HUMAN BEING AND ENVIRONMENT

VI. ADMINISTRATION OF THE CBC

TREAT OTHERS RESPECTFULLY

The CBC is designed to ensure consistency in how employees conduct themselves within the Group, and
in their dealings outside of the Group. The procedures for handling potential violations of the CBC have
been developed to ensure consistency in the process across the organization. No set of rules can cover all
circumstances. These guidelines may be varied as necessary to conform to local law or contract. The Group
will constantly monitor and improve the CBC so as to achieve excellent business performance on the basis of
in compliance with ethical and legal obligations.

We believe in dealing respectfully and fairly with colleagues and employees and in doing our utmost to create
a motivating work environment fostering the development of employee potential.
The Group provides safe, fair and respectful working conditions and does not tolerate discrimination,
intimidation or harassment at the workplace.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY
The Group is committed to providing a safe and healthy workplace for employees, contractors and
communities. Our health and safety motto is that every person will go home safe and healthy every day.
We will comply with all applicable regulatory requirements as a minimum, and implement programs and
processes to achieve greater protection, where appropriate. All employees and directors are expected to
participate by acting in a responsible manner; we expect employees to respect safety rules and to report
potential safety hazards and issues, and be involved in implementing solutions.
We strive to conserve natural resources and reduce the environmental burden of waste generation and
emissions to the air, water and land.

V. CONFLICT OF INTERESTS
There is a conflict of interest when the personal interests of an employee are in contradiction with the
Group's interests in certain parts of a professional commitment.
Conflicts of interest arise in situations where an employee and /or his family members has a business
relationship with a competitor, customer or supplier that the Group is in connection with the negotiation
or execution of a contract or the performance a mission. There is also conflicts of interests relating to the
directly or indirectly receipt of advances, loans, guarantees or services in order to influence a decision of
the Group, or the fact that an employee works simultaneously for a competitor, customer or supplier of the
Group or hold significant interests in latter.
Each employee should avoid any conflict of interest, any financial relationship directly or indirectly to a
competitor, customer or supplier of the Group in the context other than his or her business activities within
the Group. The conflict of interest is not always well defined, so each employee should consult his or her
manager and, where appropriate, consult the Group Legal Department, if in doubt about a particular case.
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